Abstract—Demand side response enables cost optimization for energy systems and industrial consumers. In many countries, it is not widely used because of implementation complexity. One of the solutions for applying demand side response is industrial process scheduling according to the energy market needs. From the energy system point of view, process scheduling implies load scheduling. The aim of this paper is to provide a solution for load scheduling by implementing value stream mapping, which is a straightforward enough for production management. Decision makers in the industry should have a clear understanding about positive effect from load scheduling and its effect to production outcome and process availability. Value stream mapping is a well-known process optimization tool from lean production philosophy. The aim of value stream mapping is to shorten the lead time of industrial processes and to reduce the intermediate stock amounts. By complementing value stream map with process energy intensity and energy stored in intermediate stocks, we can promote load scheduling possibilities. Our methodology provides a tool that is understandable and traceable for industry-minded decision makers. Finally, we present a real life test example for the new methodology, which is based on the production process of a district heating plant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Load scheduling (LS) as part of demand side response (DSR) must meet the needs of industry. One of the effects for the industry appears when load consumption is shifted from periods of high electricity price to those of low price. As a result, cost savings can be achieved by means of reduced consumer demand in high price periods. This requires better production planning, which is related to production management.

Previous DSR studies have resulted in the following: static Stackelberg game theory for voluntary load curtailment programs [1]; numerical calculation method for DSR when a battery energy storage system (BESS) is utilized [2]; solutions for DSR by means of automatic lighting [3]; DSR with micro-CHP systems [4]; an overview for DSR methods in high consumption industries and examples of market tools that support DSR [5]. In [6] an automated complex system for LS in industry is described, which takes into account stock restrictions, maintenance schedules, and crew management. All the necessary inputs are analyzed with a fuzzy/expert-based system combined with an optimization module. As a result, the system is able to identify whether and how much the industrial plant can participate in a DSR event. In [7] and [8] DSR is addressed as a part of the following main load shaping strategies:

a) conservation - energy saving is achieved through static methods;

b) load growth - energy consumption is increased when an energy system has surplus energy production;

c) valley filling - load is increased through the off-peak periods or keeping stable consumption;

d) peak clipping - energy consumption is decreased in peak periods;

e) load shifting - peak consumption is shifted from peak periods to non-peak periods;

f) seasonal load reduction - annual energy peaks are reduced.

LS is used mainly in “load shifting” strategy e; however, in some cases, “valley filling” strategy can be utilized as well. To use the LS, an industry must have the following one or several DSR options [8]: cooling equipment with cooling storage, heating equipment with heat storage, dual fuel systems that can operate either on electricity or on an alternative fuel, discretionary loads and process equipment that can be shifted during a short period or material handling equipment with storage possibilities (silos, stock, etc.). This paper focuses on the last option by looking at process as a whole in order to find LS solutions. In addition, it provides a method applicable in industry for outlining the possibilities with LS as a part of DSR by using value stream mapping (VSM). VSM is applicable in
various ways. Originating from Toyota Production Systems [9], it was further elaborated and adjusted to find solutions for different problems in the production process. For example, VSM is used to solve quality problems [10]. This paper elaborates on VSM. Our proposal is to use it for indicating a possibility to shift an electrical load from a high price period to a low price period and utilize an intermediate stock for energy storage [11], [12], [13]. This paper will provide a straightforward solution for the industry in order to apply LS effectively and which is easily applicable.

II. ENERGY PRICE AS A DRIVER FOR LOAD SHIFTING

LS can yield an economic effect under rational consideration. Cost reduction can be achieved by taking advantage of energy price fluctuations during a day. It is reasonable to have demand response implemented in countries where an electricity pool exists and hourly based spot prices are known for a short period ahead. As a result, industries can plan their production according to the spot price. Fig. 1 shows an average 24-hour electricity market spot price in Estonia in 2014 [14]. As can be seen, electricity spot price is typically higher from 07:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. In general, there is at least 10-euro price difference during a day and a night. Considering the price peak and dip approximately 20-euro difference per MWh exists during a day. On average, price difference during a day is 15-euro MWh.

However the consideration above includes only electricity price; in addition, there are some fluctuations in grid service price as well. From 12:00 A.M. to 8:00 A.M. (11:00 P.M. to 7:00 A.M. in winter time), the grid service price is lower. This period is not overlapping 100% with a low spot price period. We will call this period (12:00 A.M. to 8:00 A.M.) as the Low Price Period (LPP) and the other period during a day as the High Price Period (HPP). Grid tariffs depend on grid connection voltage level and connection capacity (amps). In the following, we will describe one example to examine the daily price difference for the industry in Estonia.

At substantial electricity consumption, an industry is usually connected into a middle voltage (MV) grid. In that case, Estonian grid service price is 14.5 euros per MWh from 8:00 A.M. to 24:00 A.M. and during LPP 8.3 euros per MWh [15]. For some customers, no time difference is applied; the price for grid services is constant in time- 12 euros per MWh. Fig. 1 shows both the grid price and the spot price fluctuations.

In 2014, an average electricity spot price for LPP was 29.5 euros per MWh and with grid price fluctuations it amounted to 37.8 euros per MWh, which we call as the Low Price Period Price (LPPP). In 2014, an average HPP spot price was 40.9 and together with grid tariff, the average number was 55.1 euros per MWh, which we call as the High Price Period Price (HPPP). For clarity, 55.1 is an average found on hourly bases, i.e. spot price + grid price.

Based on the data provided, we can calculate potential savings for industry under LS. Potential cost saving is 31%, which is calculated by (1):

\[ CS = \frac{HPPP - LPPP}{HPPP} \]

In general, it can be concluded that grid tariff fluctuation has an important role in LS in Estonia, as the average difference in the spot price between HPP and LPP was 11.4 euros per MWh and grid tariff will add extra for the difference between HPPP and LPPP, according to [15], tariff depends on the grid connection parameters.

The shape of the electricity spot price in Fig. 1 can be considered as a typical shape of the daily demand of electricity as well; a similar shape of demand can be found in various places, e.g., even in South Africa [16]. Thus, DSR has a positive impact to overall efficiency to energy systems, not only to an industry itself.

III. IMPROVEMENT OF VALUE STREAM MAPPING METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATION OF LOAD SCHEDULING POSSIBILITIES

A. Load Scheduling at Intermediate Storage Use in Production

In the following, LS possibilities are examined for intermediate storage use as an energy saving unit, to enable shifting of energy intense production from HPP to LPP. In LS, it is important to understand energy intensive production units and their overall role in the production. Methods from lean philosophy [LP] can be used here. We propose to improve the value stream mapping (VSM) methodology with LS principles.

Today LP is a leading production management philosophy. VSM is used to plan production as efficiently as reasonably possible. Energy intensity can be added in a process as additional information for a VSM, which will give a good overview about the possibilities in energy saving. Fig. 2 gives an overall picture of a typical VSM, elaborated with process energy intensity and amount of energy stored in the production intermediate storage.

---

Fig. 1. Average Estonian 2014 electricity spot price during a day.
As VSM gives an overview of the production planning and can additionally give information about energy intensity, the possibility of the LS should be studied in detail. From VSM, we will know if an energy intense process is at the same time a bottleneck in production. If it is not true, then the conclusion is that this process is not 100% utilized in time and LS can be implemented without increasing process capacity. Alternatively costs for increasing process capacity (CPC) need to be calculated.

Next, we focus on the storage. If production is shifted in time, storage volume can increase as compared to the state without LS utilized. Storage increase may need additional investments, which should also be considered as costs for storage (CS). Also, costs of the process (CP) itself for LS should be taken into account. As an example CP related to LS can be an increase in labor costs due to night shifts. Finally, if the costs related to LS are lower than a possible income from LS (ILS), the LS can be implemented in the industrial process. This criterion is given in the following (2):

\[
\text{CPC} + \text{CS} + \text{CP} < \text{ILS}.
\]  

(2)

**B. Methodology for LS with VSM.**

The main initial goal of LP and VSM was to reduce lead time (L/T), i.e., the time it takes to move a produced piece all the way in the process or production from start until to the end. As a result, many costs or wastes, as defined in LP, will be reduced. As shown in (2), income from LS should be higher than costs related to it because LS can increase the intermediate stock and due to that it has a negative effect on the L/T as well. VSM is a tool that will help to find the processes which have a reasonable effect and income. To achieve that, cost saving potential must be estimated. In section II, we showed a possible gain from LS in Estonia. The next step is to define the energy consumption of the processes. It is useful to combine that with VSM. If a company already has VSM, then energy consumption should be added into the VSM. VSM will highlight important information to be considered for LS. Most importantly, the following information must be taken into account:

- **a)** Identify if the process is a bottleneck in production. If the process is a bottleneck, then load shifting is usually impossible without investment into the process output increase.

- **b)** Process cycle time (C/T) is slower or faster than its next process C/T. C/T in VSM describes how often a part or a product is completed by a process. If the process C/T is slower than the process coming next, it is possible to increase intermediate stock and the end of the process coming after rather than at the end of the first process. In case the first process is faster than the next one, the LS applied will increase the intermediate stock.

- **c)** Weather process uptime (UPTIME) is high or low, shows important information about process reliability. A low reliability process has a negative effect on LS.

- **d)** If stock between processes is high or low, the reasons should be found out before applying load scheduling.

- **e)** Change over time (C/O) is long or short. C/O is the time period for switching the process unit from one product to another. It can show also time for cold start of the process. C/O can highlight important information about the process start up time.

The best way to start defining the energy consumption of a process is to make the consumer list. Consumer list should be based on processes described with VSM. The consumer list may be available in the facility electrical department. In that case, consumer list is usually based on power cabinets and it may be needed to make process by process. If the consumer list is not available, it should be done from scratch. As the purpose is to find an initial energy intensive process, the consumer list can be composed without actual measurements. The consumer list should contain the following information: process name; device...
Upon completion of the consumer list, traditional VSM should be elaborated and total nominal loads in the process added. As a result, elaborated VSM will show which processes have sufficiently high energy intensity to gain benefits from LS and on the other hand, to estimate the particular potential to the process scheduling. After completing the estimation in conjunction with experts from production, the VSM should be elaborated further. Based on the measurements, energy intensity or the production unit is to be found. As the energy usage was previously estimated, measurements can be done in the production process where energy usage is estimated to be high or VSM shows that LS can be implemented without investing to process capacities or intermediate stocks.

As VSM describes product flow, the energy intensity should also be given per product or production unit. The unit energy consumption in the production process should be calculated based on the actual measurement. Fig. 2 shows a theoretical example of VSM together with data from the consumer list and energy intensity in the process. Energy intensity is energy consumption in each process to make one unit. As can be seen, process A C/T takes 2 minutes, i.e., one unit is completed during 2 minutes in the process. The total nominal power of the process is 30 kW and 2 kWh is consumed to make one unit. First intermediate stock capacity (after process A) is 10 pieces. It consists of 20 kWh energy which is available for scheduling. Process B C/T is 4 minutes and the total nominal power in that process is 50 kW. As the second intermediate stock (after process B) capacity is 15 pieces, it has 75 kWh energy available for scheduling. Process C cycle time is 7 minutes and the total nominal power in that process is 6.67 times faster than the process bottleneck, i.e., woodchip boiler stock. It must be emphasized that we are dealing with a biomass conveyor; therefore, the following simplifications are used:

\[ ASC = MSC - SSC \]  
\[ BT = \frac{C}{T} \cdot ASC \]  

ASC is a difference between maximum stock capacity (MSC) and safety stock capacity (SSC). SSC is to be defined by production management. BT shows the maximum load scheduling period in the process. Neglecting safety stock capacity, in our example BT is 105 minutes. The total energy we can shift during 105 minutes is 95 kWh, which is the sum of stored energy in two intermediate stocks with 75 and 20 kWh accordingly.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL LOAD SCHEDULING ANALYSIS IN A DISTRICT HEATING PLANT WITH IMPROVED VSM METHODOLOGY

An example of the method above is described here. This example covers a district heating plant in Paide, Estonia. The company has one 8 MW woodchip boiler, several boilers fuelled with shale-oil and one CHP plant based on woodchips and with 8 MW thermal, 2 MW electrical output. Fig. 3 shows the process of the plant. Woodchip boiler stock (moving floor) is filled by a conveyor from the main storage (moving floor). The main storage is filled by the incoming tucks or a wheel loader. The company has 5-day storage available on site. Woodchip boiler stock can contain woodchips a day with boiler nominal load i.e. 180 m³. The conveyor between the main storage and the woodchip boiler stock has a maximum output of 50 m³/h. The conveyor from the woodchip boiler stock to the boiler has a strict limitation for processing output from the woodchip boiler. As it has no stock or daily silo available between the boiler and the conveyor, the output is 7.5 m³/h with the nominal boiler load. We start the cost reduction estimation from LS by modeling the process using VSM as a basis. One cubic meter of woodchips is taken here as one unit in VSM.

According to the conveyor output parameters, the total output time is 6 days and 15.2 minutes and the value creating time is 17.2 minutes (time when one cubic meter of woodchips is actually processed). Also, the VSM shows that the conveyor from the main to the boiler stock has excessive capacity and is able to process one cubic meter of woodchips approximately 6.67 times faster than the process bottleneck, i.e. woodchip boiler.

The boiler will process one cubic meter of woodchips into heat in 8 minutes. It can be concluded from VSM that there is a possibility of LS of the conveyor from the main storage to the boiler stock. It must be emphasized that we are dealing with a biomass conveyor; therefore, the following simplifications are used:

\[ \text{woodchip processing by a boiler is calculated based on the nominal load, and boiler efficiency parameter is 0.8;} \]

\[ \text{woodchip energy intensity is approximated at 1.3 MW/m³, in real life it can be different, based on the fuel type and humidity level.} \]

The next task is to estimate process energy intensity by making a consumer list behind the process. In our example, it is evident from VSM that the only process that can be scheduled is the process called “Conveyor from Main Stock to Boiler Stock”. Thus, we need to make a consumer list behind this process, which is given in Table I

Table I shows that the total nominal power behind the process is 73.5 kW. The consumer list is necessary to estimate of the process energy demand. It is possible that some consumer’s nominal power is much greater than the actual absorbed power. Therefore it is necessary to measure the process energy use.
In our example, Fluke 1735 is used for measurements of the process energy use and current measurements for some continuous consumption. There is calculated absorbed power with the following (5).

\[ P = 3 \cdot I_f \cdot U_f \cdot \cos \phi, \quad (5) \]

where \( P \) is absorbed power, \( I_f \)- phase current, \( U_f \)- phase voltage and \( \cos \phi \) is power factor. By using absorbed power for a continuous load, energy consumption was estimated as well. Total energy consumption for processing 1 m³ of woodchips was 0.96 kWh. Complete VSM for the process examined is given in Fig. 3.

The VSM shows that by processing one cubic meter of woodchips there is consumed 0.96 kWh of electrical energy. As there is storage available with 180 m³ and ASC is 7.5 m³, ASC is 172.5 m³ using (3). By knowing process C/T behind the intermediate stock- it is 8 minutes per m³. There can be found out that BT is 23 hours by using (4).

We can conclude that BT is sufficiently long for considering LS from HPP to LPP given in section II. Paide boiler plant is connected to a grid at low voltage line, so the grid tariffs applicable will be different from those given in section II. HPPP for the current example is 83.4 euros per MWh with 43.5 euros per MWh grid tariff and LPPP is 55.2 euros per MWh with 25.7 euros per MWh grid tariff. Based on (1), we can calculate potential saving which is 33.8%.

As stored energy in the process is 0.166 MWh, by multiplying that with HPPP, the cost for the company will be 13.81 euros per day and saving from LS will be 4.67 euros per day.

In the previous example, the VSM process is not complicated; however, VSM is essential in case production is more complicated and processes are more complex and dependent on each other. In that case, VSM enables cost savings with LS. Moreover, LS is well understandable with VSM for staff involved in production management and planning.

V. CONCLUSION

Various aspects of DSR were studied. Focus was on the price difference in the electricity stock market in Estonia. If the loads are shifted from HPP to LPP LS will enable a cost reduction of 31%. The methodology based on VSM was introduced where cost savings were achieved with LS. Our analysis of experimental load scheduling was based on the district heating company in Estonia. The proposed methodology was found to be applicable as a straightforward tool to achieve cost savings. It can serve as first step for industry when implementing LS because of its simplicity. With minor costs, reduced time and lower complexity, a major cost saving can be achieved with simple solutions such as the method proposed.
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